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Abstrat

We desribe an eÆient tehnique for inorporating Baker's

inremental garbage olletion algorithm into the Spineless

Tagless G-mahine on stok hardware. This algorithm elim-

inates the stop/go exeution assoiated with bulk opying

olletion algorithms, allowing the system to plae an upper

bound on the pauses due to garbage olletion. The teh-

nique exploits the fat that objets are always aessed by

jumping to ode rather than being expliitly dereferened. It

works by modifying the entry ode-pointer when an objet

is in the transient state of being evauated but not sav-

enged. An attempt to enter it from the mutator auses the

objet to \self-savenge" transparently before resetting its

entry ode pointer. We desribe an implementation of the

sheme in v4.01 of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler and re-

port performane results obtained by exeuting a range of

appliations. These experiments show that the read barrier

an be implemented in dynami dispathing systems suh as

the STG-mahine with very short mutator pause times and

with negligible overhead on exeution time.

1 Introdution

A signi�ant drawbak of automati garbage olletion is the

detrimental e�et it an have on the responsiveness of a pro-

gram. While the system is olleting garbage it is unavail-

able to user programs for useful work, and this an ause a

program to appear `dead' for extended periods of time. This

problem is aused largely by the fat that garbage olletion

algorithms typially ollet all of the system's free store in

one go, an operation that takes time at least proportional

to the number of live objets in the system.

This \unbounded pause" problem has been exaerbated by

the tendeny towards larger memories and it has disour-

aged the use of garbage-olleted programming languages

for many interative or real-time appliations. In the for-

mer, for example, the aid test is the responsiveness of the

system when performing intensive I/O, e.g. when traking

the mouse or performing ontinuous real-time animation.

An algorithm that avoids this problem, at least in the on-

text of opying olletion shemes [6℄, is Baker's inremen-

tal algorithm [3℄ (an exellent general overview is also given

in [15℄). Baker's sheme interleaves program exeution with

small inremental opying phases, ausing the program to

pause periodially for short periods rather than stopping

ompletely to perform the opy in one go.

The major problem with the implementation of Baker's

sheme, at least in software, is the very high ost assoi-

ated with the read barrier, whih is a hek required at eah

pointer load to ensure that the referened objet has been

opied if it needs to be.

In this paper we present a portable software tehnique for

inremental garbage olletion in language implementations

that already make use of dynami dispath. We make the

following ontributions:

� We suggest a simple tehnique that exploits an under-

lying dynami-dispath mehanism to implement the

read barrier (Setion 3). The idea is that we \hijak"

the method table of an objet that must be savenged

before being used, thereby implementing a simple per-

objet read barrier. This means that there are no

read barrier overheads assoiated with objet referenes

when either i. the garbage olletor is o�, or ii. the

garbage olletor is on and the objet has already been

savenged.

� We extend the idea to treat stak ativation reords

in a similar way, so that staks, too, an be olleted

inrementally (Setion 3.2).

� To evaluate our tehnique we have developed a pro-

totype implementation for the Glasgow Haskell Com-

piler (Setion 4). Experiments with this implementa-

tion show that the average overhead on program exeu-

tion time is less than 4% for the benhmarks tested and

that sub-milliseond average pause times are ahieved

in all ases (Setion 5).

Our system is only useful where the bulk of all objet a-

esses use dynami dispath { that is, the �elds of an objet

are private, and used only by the objet's methods. This is

so in GHC's implementation of lazy evaluation, and in some



pure objet-oriented systems. Certain stati optimisations,

in whih the target of a dispath an be omputed statially,

are no longer valid; we annot quantify this loss in general,

but in GHC it is small (Setion 4).

The GHC run-time system that we used has a bulk stop-and-

opy olletion sheme rather than a generational sheme.

The sheme we desribe an be implemented generationally

(see Setion 7), but in this paper we fous on the more

straightforward bulk opying sheme for evaluation pur-

poses.

2 Bakground

2.1 Baker's Algorithm

The philosophy behind Baker's algorithm is to spread the

overhead of a garbage olletion aross the set of alloa-

tion requests issued by the user program (the mutator), in

essene performing a series of small olletions rather than

one major olletion.

New objets are alloated in to-spae. When to-spae be-

omes full, a ip takes plae: to-spae beomes from-spae,

and a few objets (the root set) are evauated (opied) into

to-spae. Eah evauated objet must then be savenged, a

proess that simply evauates any objets it points to. Ob-

jets that have been evauated into to-spae but have not

yet been savenged form what is termed the olletor queue.

When the olletor queue is empty, all reahable data has

been opied into to-spae.

The opying proess thus involves two fundamental opera-

tions on heap objets:

Evauation The objet is opied from from-spae into to-

spae, leaving a forwarding address in the old opy and

returning the address of the new opy. The objet is

plaed on the olletor queue, whih holds objets in

to-spae waiting to be savenged.

Savenging An objet is savenged by evauating eah

hild objet to whih it points, overwriting the existing

hild pointer with a pointer to the new loation of the

hild.

The garbage olletor implements these two operations using

layout information that an be derived somehow from the

objet itself (details vary).

In the inremental version of Baker's olletor, savenging

is arried out in pieemeal fashion. When the mutator tries

to alloate an objet, the olletor is given the opportunity

to savenge a few more objets on the olletor queue, be-

fore returning to the mutator. The number of objets traed

at eah alloation (the mark-ratio) is set to ensure that the

garbage olletion is ompleted before the free store is ex-

hausted again. An upper bound an then be plaed on the

time taken for an alloation request to be servied.

The read barrier maintains the following invariant, the read-

barrier invariant : every pointer manipulated by the mutator

points into to-spae. If this invariant an be maintained,

then newly-alloated objets will ontain to-spae pointers

only and need not be savenged. Similarly, there is no prob-

lem if the mutator writes to an existing objet, even if the

latter has already been savenged, beause it an only store

a to-spae pointer. In short, the mutator an operate un-

der the illusion that the garbage olletion yle happens

instantaneously.

How does the read barrier maintain the invariant? When-

ever the mutator wants to load a �eld from an objet to

whih it has a pointer, it must hek whether the objet has

been savenged and, if not, arrange to savenge it �rst. The

prinipal disadvantage of the sheme is the CPU overhead

of these heks. Three main approahes have been used to

implement the read-barrier.

In software This involves inserting extra instrutions to

perform address range heks at eah pointer-load in

the program. It arries a typial overhead of 40{50%

of the exeution time of a program [22℄.

Using virtual-memory This approah uses the mahine's

virtual memory protetion mehanism to lok down ob-

solete opies of objets [1℄. Any attempt to aess suh

an objet auses a trap to the run-time system, the ob-

jet is traed, the lok is removed and the mutator is

resumed. The mehanism is operating system spei�

and so is not portable. The overhead is very sensitive

to the trapping arhiteture of the system: an average

range is around 13{63% [22℄.

In hardware A small amount of extra hardware on a pro-

essor enables pointer-loads to be heked in parallel

with normal exeution [12℄. Again a trap to the run-

time system ours when the mutator trips over the

barrier. Typial overheads with this approah are 9{

11% [22℄ although in all but a few ustomized hardware

systems the option is simply not available.

A read-barrier implementation o�ers a potential advantage

to the system [7, 13℄. With a read-barrier, objets are traed

by two di�erent mehanisms during a garbage olletion.

\Ative" objets are traed by the mutator when it attempts

to aess them and trips over the barrier: \passive" (though

of ourse live) objets are traed by the garbage olletor

itself when it is triggered by an alloation request. Thus a-

tive objets are naturally distinguished from passive objets

and we an improve the dynami loality of a program by

grouping them together. This an redue the paging osts

of a program substantially, and an also improve its ahe

performane. We do not evaluate this opportunity here.

2.2 The STG-mahine

The STG mahine [19, 16, 17℄ is a model for the ompi-

lation of lazy funtional languages. It is derived from the

G-mahine [2, 14℄ and the Spineless G-mahine [5℄.

In the STG-mahine every program objet is represented

as a losure. The �rst �eld of eah losure is a pointer to

statially-alloated entry ode, above whih sits an info ta-

ble that ontains stati information relating to the objet's

type, notably its layout. An example is shown in Figure 1 for

an objet with four �elds, the �rst two of whih are pointers

(pointers always preede non-pointers). The layout informa-

tion is used by the olletor when evauating or savenging

the losure.
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Figure 1: The layout of a losure with four �elds,

the �rst two of whih are pointers (the other two

are immediate values).

Some losures represent funtions; their entry ode is sim-

ply the ode to exeute when the funtion is alled. Others

represent onstrutors, suh as list ons ells. Their entry

ode returns immediately with the returned value being the

original losure (the losure and the list ell are one and the

same). Some losures represent thunks (known by some as

\suspensions" or \futures"). When the value of a thunk is

demanded, the mutator simply enters the losure by jump-

ing to its entry-ode without performing any test. When

the evaluation of the thunk is omplete, the thunk is over-

written in-plae with a new losure representing its value.

If the mutator tries to evaluate the thunk again, exeution

will now land in the ode for the value (i.e. return ode),

instead of ode to ompute the value.

1

The most important feature of the STG-mahine for our

purposes is that a losure has some ontrol over its own

operational behaviour, via its entry ode pointer. This rep-

resentation of heap objets is quite typial in objet-oriented

systems, exept that the header word of an objet typially

points to a stati method table rather than to a single, dis-

tinguished method (our \entry ode").

3 The New Sheme

In this setion we introdue our new sheme. As in the orig-

inal Baker sheme, eah time the mutator laims some spae

from the heap the garbage olletor is alled to savenge k

losures on the olletor queue. k is alled the mark-ratio

and it must be large enough to ensure that all of the live lo-

sures in from-spae are evauated and savenged before to-

spae is �lled up. Therefore, at eah alloation request, the

mutator heks if there is a garbage olletion in progress: if

there is, it arranges for k losures (on the olletor queue) to

be savenged. It must also arrange for the staks (and other

pointers outside the heap) to be savenged inrementally in

similar fashion.

The main idea is a heap implementation of the read-barrier

invariant (Setion 2.1), whih states that the mutator sees

only to-spae pointers. The STG mahine spends most of

its time exeuting ode generated from Haskell funtion def-

initions. This ode exeutes in an immediate environment,

or ativation onsisting of (a) registers, (b) loations in the

1

Note that some values are bigger than the losures that built

them. In these ases the losure is replaed with a pointer to the

value (an indiretion).

funtion's stak frame, and () the �elds of the urrently-

ative losure (CAC). This is quite onventional. The CAC

is neessary to support �rst-lass funtions and thunks: it

ontains the environment aptured when the funtion or

thunk was alloated. (Objet-oriented programmers all the

CAC the this pointer.) The STG mahine aptures a sepa-

rate at (i.e. non-nested) environment in eah suh losure,

a design deision that turns out to make inremental garbage

olletion muh easier.

Sine the mutator only aesses the urrent ativation, we

an maintain the read-barrier invariant thus:

Ensure that all the �elds of the urrent ativation

have been savenged; that is, they point into to-

spae

In operational terms, there are two major elements to im-

plementing this requirement.

� Before entering the ode for a losure, we must �rst

savenge the losure (Setion 3.1).

� When a funtion returns to its aller, we must �rst

savenge the aller's stak frame (Setion 3.2).

3.1 Entering a Closure

The �rst thing that happens to a losure when it is entered

during a garbage olletion is that it is evauated and plaed

on the queue of losures in to-spae waiting to be savenged.

At some subsequent time, the garbage olletor savenges

the losure. If the losure is entered between being evau-

ated and being savenged, there is a danger of from-spae

referenes being propagated into to-spae. We avoid this

by arranging for the losure to be savenged if it is entered

while it is on the olletor queue.

When a losure is evauated, its info pointer is replaed by a

pointer to ode that savenges the losure before entering it.

In our prototype implementation the original info pointer is

remembered in an extra header word | Word {1 | in the

evauated opy of the losure itself, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that there are several ways of avoiding this info pointer

opy. We ould instead have used part of the original opy

of the losure in from-spae to store the info pointer, but

this would require all objets to have a minimum size of

three words, whih is not guaranteed in v4.01 of GHC. An

alternative is to make eah info table ontain both entry

ode and a opy of the self-savenging ode, both with as-

soiated layout information. The info-pointer of a losure

an then be swithed between the entry ode and the self-

savenging ode transparently from the point of view of the

mutator. This is an attrative option but requires a substan-

tial inrease in the size of eah stati info table. From the

point of view of a prototype, the info pointer opy also turns

out to be useful should a losure be updated before being

savenged: the savenger an use the original info pointer

to determine the size of the original losure and hene how

far to skip after the losure has been savenged (see Se-

tion 3.3). So, although maintaining the opy is not ideal

in the longer term it does have the short-term advantage

of simplifying the prototype implementation. Various im-

provements to the urrent prototype, inluding the removal

of the extra word, are disussed in Setion 7.
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Figure 2: The layout of a losure with two pointers and two immediate values after

it has been evauated under the inremental regime.

After evauation, there are two possibilities: the losure

will either be entered by the mutator or savenged by the

garbage olletor.

� If the losure is entered by the mutator �rst, the muta-

tor exeutes Self-sav ode. This ode uses the layout

info aessed via Word {1 to savenge the losure, re-

stores the original info pointer to Word 0, and then en-

ters the losure as it originally expeted. The garbage

olletor will eventually reah the losure, but as Word

0 no longer points to Self-sav ode, it knows that the

losure has already been savenged, so it does nothing.

� If the losure is reahed by the garbage olletor �rst,

the garbage olletor savenges the losure, again using

the layout information aessed via Word {1. It also

opies the original info pointer bak to Word 0, so that

if the losure is eventually entered, entry ours in the

normal way.

In e�et, the two segments of savenging ode o-operate to

guarantee that the losure is savenged exatly one before

it is entered.

Note that Word {1 plays no role outside the garbage ol-

letion: new objets are alloated in a di�erent region of

memory to from-spae and do not require the extra word.

The spae overhead therefore depends on the proportion of

losures that are alive at a garbage olletion, known as the

resideny of the system. However, this overhead does not

require the heap to be any larger. For the same heap size, it

means that garbage olletion is performed more often; this

is automatially fatored into the timings.

3.2 Returning to a Closure

The seond thing we must ensure is that the ative stak

frame is ompletely savenged. One way to ahieve this

is to ompletely savenge the stak at a GC ip, but this

leads to an unbounded pause, espeially sine GHC supports

onurreny, so there may be many staks.

An alternative is to view the stak as a sequene of losures.

The stak grows toward lower addresses, so eah return ad-

dress sits immediately below (in address terms) the stak

frame to whih it orresponds. In fat GHC makes eah

return address look exatly like an info pointer, so stak

frames really do have the same layout as heap objets.

Returning to the previous stak frame is very like entering a

losure, and we ould use the same tehnique to savenge the

stak frame inrementally as we do for losures. However,

stak frames are ontiguous, so the \Word {1" trik does

not work so well. Instead, we adopted a ompromise. Inter-

spersed among the regular stak frames are update frames,

whose role is to update a thunk with the value being re-

turned. These update frames have a �xed return address.

The ompromise is this: we savenge all the stak frames

between one update frame and the one below, replaing the

return adddress in the latter with a self-savenging return

address. This self-savenging ode savenges the next group

of frames, before jumping to the normal, �xed, update ode.

Sine update frames an, in priniple, be far apart, pause

times an be long; but this ase is rare. The basi idea is

illustrated in Figure 3.

At the start of a garbage olletion, we savenge eah stak

down to the topmost update frame, whose return address we

replae with a self-savenging ode pointer. After that, the

stak is savenged inrementally, either by the bakground

olletor, or when the stak retreats to an un-savenged

update frame. The mutator and the olletor maintain a

pointer to the highest unsavenged stak frame so that eah

knows how far the savenging has progressed. Thus the mu-

tator and the olletor o-operate in the savenging of the

stak, without the possibility of the olletor enountering

a frame that has already been savenged by the mutator.

3.3 Updates

When garbage olletion is performed inrementally, it is

possible for a thunk to be updated between being evauated

and being reahed by the linear savenging proess. This

ould ause a problem if the updated losure is smaller than

the original: when the linear san eventually enounters the

losure and attempts to skip over it to the next losure it

will not skip far enough and will interpret the dead spae

at the end of the previous losure as the start of the next.

However, the olletor an determine that the losure has

already been savenged beause its info pointer no longer

points at Self-sav ode.

The problem is therefore avoided by using the original layout

information whih has been saved at Word {1.

4



1: savenged

2r

-

sav; mod 3r; update; return

2: unsavenged

3r

-

update; return

3: unsavenged

?

2: savenged
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-

sav; mod 4r; update; return

3: unsavenged

?

Figure 3: Before and after returning to the aller of group 2. Group 2 has been

savenged and the ode-pointer in group 3 has been modi�ed.

4 Implementation

We have onstruted a prototype implementation of the

sheme on top of GHC v4.01. The run-time system is quite

omplex so we shall not attempt to give details. Some points

are worth noting, however:

� GHC v4.01 uses a two-level storage alloation pol-

iy [18℄. The entral storage manager maintains a free-

list of 4KB-bloks of memory. When the mutator en-

ounters an alloation request it obtains a blok from

the storage manager and hains it onto the heap. The

mutator then alloates individual losures within that

blok until it is exhausted, at whih time it obtains a

new blok. This ontinues up to some spei�ed max-

imum number of bloks. The advantages of using a

blok alloated sheme are that areas of memory used

by the system need not be ontiguous; bloks that are

freed during a olletion beome available for immedi-

ate reuse. Also, new objets are alloated to a separate

area (the nursery) from those being evauated, so the

savenger never enounters them.

� The blok-alloation sheme makes it easy for the stor-

age manager to vary the size of to-spae at run-time.

The manager tries to keep the resideny (how muh

heap is reahable, sampled at the previous garbage ol-

letion) at about 33%. It gets more memory from the

operating system to ahieve this, up to a settable max-

imum. However, it has a default minimum heap size of

256KB, so for small live data sets the atual resideny

an be very small.

� Some of GHC's objet types are always evaluated at

onstrution, and thus are never evaluated lazily; they

are never updated or entered. These are alled un-

pointed objets, and inlude primitive arrays and mu-

table variables. The lak of entry ode in unpointed

objets means that we annot use the self-savenging

sheme to ollet them inrementally. They are there-

fore savenged immediately after evauation (eager

savenging). This an introdue longer pause times.

However, a large objet, suh as a big array, gets a stor-

age blok to itself, so evauation does not require it to

be opied, and hene takes onstant time. An alterna-

tive would be to implement a Baker-style read-barrier

in all the aess funtions assoiated with unpointed

objets.

� The fat that all dispathing must be dynami in order

for the sheme to work means that some ompiler op-

timisations have to be turned o�. For example, when

entering a dynami funtion losure whih has a known

info table we an jump straight to the entry ode rather

than indiret via the info pointer in the losure. To ex-

ploit our inremental garbage olletion sheme these

short-uts must be forbidden for otherwise a saveng-

ing ode pointer planted in the objet during garbage

olletion might be missed. This onstitutes an addi-

tional \ost", although for GHC 4.01 the optimisation

atually yields very small improvements (less than 2%

on the benhmarks onsidered below).

The nature of the blok alloator in GHC enables the in-

remental sheme to be supported at two alternative levels.

In the traditional Baker sheme, a savenging phase ours

at eah new heap alloation. We an do the same here, al-

though we remark that a single alloation in GHC typially

delivers a `hunk' of memory that an satisfy multiple lower-

level alloations. We refer to this as EA (savenge at Every

Alloation). The alternative, whih turns out to be bene�-

ial for a number of reasons, is to savenge at eah 4KB blok

alloation. This inreases the grain of eah savenge phase

so that the impat of keeping the savenger going during

mutation is redued. Also, we an tune the blok size if ne-

essary in order to redue, or inrease, the pause time. This

alternative sheme is alled EB (savenge at Every Blok

alloation).

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate the new sheme, and to ompare it with

stop-and-opy and Baker, we have tested it with six applia-

tions taken from the no�b test suite [20℄ and an additional

ontrived benhmark alled ref designed to explore some of

the extreme ases of heap usage.
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We remark that none of the no�b benhmarks requires real-

time response. The purpose of the experiments was to get

a feel for both the average and extreme performane over-

heads inurred by the new sheme in relation to stop-and-

opy for a representative ross setion of appliations. The

benharks we seleted were hosen arbitrarily with no pre-

oneption about the appliations' expeted behaviour us-

ing either sheme. The only riterion was that the applia-

tion should be able to run to ompletion without invoking

a garbage olletion for a suitably hosen set of parameters

and initial heap alloation. This was to enable the atual

garbage olletion and mean pause times to be determined

aurately when the garbage olletor is turned on.

We ran eah appliation in two on�gurations: one with

a heap large enough for the appliation to omplete with-

out ausing a garbage olletion (typially around 110Mb),

and one with a smaller initial heap (256kB). It is worth

noting that the exeution time of the appliation must be

ontrolled suh that the total alloation does not exeed the

larger heap value (whih would result in a garbage olle-

tion). The value is onstrained to just below the amount of

memory in the benhmark mahine. With pro�ling turned

o� the di�erene between the two exeution times tells us

the total ost of garbage olletion. For the new sheme

the appliation was �rst exeuted with pro�ling turned on

2

in order to determine the total number of mutator pauses

and the heap alloation rate in bytes/s. The timings taken

from runs without pro�ling were used to determine the mean

pause time. All experiments were run on a Pentium-II/350

with 128MB RAM running RedHat Linux 6.0.

We ran eah appliation with four garbage olletion algo-

rithms: stop-and-opy (with all optimisations turned on), a

traditional implementation of Baker with a software read-

barrier, and the two versions of the new sheme, EA and

EB. The Baker implementation was set to savenge at eah

blok alloation, as per EB. In eah ase the mark-ratio was

2 for the runs of EA and 2048 for the runs of EB. Note that

the smallest initial heap size is, by default, 256KB.

5.1 Overheads

In keeping with the basi Baker algorithm, the urrent

implementation of the alloator tests whether there is a

garbage olletion in progress in order to deide whether

it needs to do some savenging. This involves testing a run-

time ag alled g_on eah time an area of free spae is

requested by the mutator. (Note that it is possible to avoid

this test by arranging for the garbage olletor to be per-

manently swithed on, as desribed in Setion 7, but we

retain it here to enable a more diret omparison with the

traditional Baker sheme.) The g_on test introdues an

overhead on eah alloation, the ost of whih depends on

the granularity of the garbage olletor, i.e. how often it

performs the test.

There are three time overheads on garbage olletion itself:

(i) the ost of adjusting the info pointer of eah losure dur-

ing evauation and savenging (ii) the ost of adjusting the

ode pointer in eah stak frame that is ative during the

garbage olletion, and (iii) the ost of ounting losures as

2

We found that pro�ling ode signi�antly a�eted the exeution

times in the inremental sheme.

ontrived

= if length x == 0

then [0℄

else if f [ 1..run ℄ == 0

then x

else [℄

where

run = ...

work = ...

opy = ...

x = take opy [ 1.. ℄

f [℄ = 1

f ( x : xs ) = if g x work

then 1

else f xs

g a b = if b == 0

then False

else g a ( b-1 )

Figure 4: The ontrived benhmark ode

they are savenged (this overhead an be eliminated if the

mark-ratio is hard-oded, e.g. to 1).

6 Results

The performane results reported are based upon the aver-

age of a number of idential exeutions of eah appliation.

This was typially between 5 and 10 runs, suÆient at least

to keep the 90% on�dene interval for the mean exeution

time within 1% of the mean.

6.1 Contrived Benhmarks

To begin with it is instrutive to disuss the results for a

ontrived benhmark alled ref as we an ontrol three of

the key parameters whih a�et appliation behaviour. The

ode for ref is shown in Figure 4. It ontains a top-level

funtion whih �rst omputes a list x of length opy and then

reurses over a seond list of length run whilst holding on to

the �rst (by virtue of the �nal result being dependent on x).

In eah step of the reursion a tail-reursive funtion that

performs no heap alloation is alled work times. opy thus

ontrols the amount of live heap data whih has to be opied

at eah garbage olletion; work ontrols the amount of work

done between alloations and hene ontrols the alloation

rate (in bytes/s) and run ontrols the length of the run and

hene the number of garbage olletions that need to be

performed. The results reported here were undertaken with

the EB sheme, i.e. the self-savenging sheme with routine

savenging at eah blok alloation, although similar results

are observed with EA.

By setting work=opy=1 we obtain a program with a very

high alloation rate (around 110MB/s) and a very small

resideny (around 0.1% of the available heap). This means

that most of the overhead seen in the new sheme is inurred

by the g_on test. We �nd that the overhead is around

21% in this ase. To investigate this further, the benhmark

was re-run with a 110MB heap whih for loop = 3� 10

6

is

suÆient to avoid a garbage olletion. We were then able to

safely turn o� the g_on test in the new sheme. We found
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that this redued the overhead to just over 2%. Indeed, a

similar experiment in whih the g_on test was redundantly

added to the stop/opy sheme with the garbage olletor

turned on again brought the two exeution times to within

2% of one another.

We next inreased opy in order to inrease the heap resi-

deny and so measure the e�et of managing the info-pointer

opies in to-spae. The e�et is quite subtle: as opy in-

reases the alloation rate drops and the resideny inreases.

Proportionally less time is now spent alloating fresh heap

spae, so the overall e�et of the g_on test is redued. If we

set opy=50,000 the resideny remains at around the target

value of 33%; the alloation rate drops to around 90MB/s

and as a result the overhead redues to 5.6%. Note that

if opy is substantially inreased the maximum heap size

is approahed resulting in the resideny reeping towards

100%. At this point the extra to-spae word has the e�et

of reduing the time between garbage olletions, ompared

with stop-and-opy, and we �nd that the overhead swings

the other way: as opy approahes the maximum value that

an be handled by the memory manager the overheads in-

rease by virtue of an inrease in the number of garbage

olletions.

Finally, as work is inreased, more work is performed be-

tween alloations and so the alloation rate is redued. With

opy=50,000 as above, inreasing work further redues the

overhead, as is expeted. For work=100 the alloation rate

drops to around 16MB/s and the overhead falls to around

1.9%. Note that the resideny is una�eted by the value of

work.

These experiments provide some useful insights into the be-

haviour of the various olletors in extreme ases and also to

the observed performane of some of the nofib benhmarks

whih follow. However, the interations between the applia-

tion and the blok alloation sheme results in many subtle

performane anomalies in both diretions: the observations

annot be reliably used as a model of garbage olletion per-

formane but they an suggest the orret qualitative trend

in many ases.

6.2 Experiments with no�b

The results obtained from our experiments with six of the

nofib benhmarks are summarised in Figures 1 { 6. Reall

that the parameter(s) in eah ase were hosen to allow the

appliation to omplete without garbage olletion using a

110MB heap.

The runs of EB for these problem sizes show less than a

6% average overhead relative to the standard stop-and-opy

algorithm, but with substantially smaller pause times, typ-

ially muh less than 1ms. The mean pause times are, on

average, approximately 360 times higher for stop-and-opy

than for EB. Tehnially, we are interested in the maximum

pause time (rather than the average), but this is too small

to make reasonable measurements with the pro�ling tools

that were available. This is disussed in Setion 7.

The runs for EA show signi�antly shorter pause times, of

the order of 1�s (approximately 18000 times shorter than

stop-and-opy), but with larger overheads (an average of

15%), due primarily to the ost of the g_on test at eah

alloation.

The highest EB overhead (22%) is for primes 1500. The

resident (live) data is quite small in this ase and the nurs-

ery never exeeds the 256KB minimum alloation. The res-

ideny is around 24% and the alloation rate is approxi-

mately 40MB/s. In an e�ort to explain the high overhead

we ran ref with parameters whih mathed quite losely the

resideny and alloation rate of primes 1500 (opy=3000,

work=25). With these parameters ref showed a 21% over-

head for EB when ompared with stop-and-opy. This is

very similar to that observed in primes 1500. As the prob-

lem size inreases the amount of live data and the res-

ideny (as a %) both inrease. Our earlier experiments

with ref suggest that the overhead should drop. Indeed,

for primes 6000 (see below) the live data averages around

220KB and the resideny inreases to around 30% with the

measured overhead for EB redued to just under 2%. By set-

ting work and opy to approximate this behaviour the mea-

sured overhead for ref also drops signi�antly (to around

5%). Qualitatively the relative performane moves in the

right diretion but we stress that making aurate quanti-

tative preditions in general proves to be very hard.

Remark: In these benhmarks the stop-and-opy olle-

tor atually performs very well in terms of mean pause time;

the longest mean pause time reorded in these experiments

was just 117ms (pi). However, it is very easy to onstrut

appliations with substantially longer pause times. For ex-

ample with work=1, opy=2.5M in ref the mean pause time

is around 1.6 seonds.

6.2.1 Longer Runs

To onlude, we exeuted eah of the nofib appliations

with larger problem sizes than ould be aommodated in

the above experiments. These are summarised in Figure 7

whih also shows the arithmeti and geometri means of the

overheads of eah sheme ompared to stop-and-opy. Com-

pared with the earlier experiments we �nd that the overhead

for two of the appliations inreases slightly with the prob-

lem size (pi and ir), three derease (anna, primes and

wave4main) and one stays approximately the same (queens).

We an understand some of these trends from experiene

with ref. For example, an analysis of ir shows that with

signi�antly larger problem sizes, the maximum heap size

is being reahed. This is analogous to the situation ear-

lier when we tried to inrease opy in ref whih lead to

an inrease in overhead. On the other hand, in wave4main,

for example, the amount of live data inreases more slowly

and the alloation rate drops ompared to the earlier prob-

lem size; this aounts for the slight drop in overhead. The

results for anna are somewhat anomalous for Baker (308%

overhead for preludelist). The alloation rate for this pro-

gram is relatively low (an average of just under 3MB/s) with

between 5 and 10MB alloated between eah garbage olle-

tion. Existing heap objets are therefore being aessed at a

very high rate relative to the alloation of new ones, whih

explains the very poor performane of the onventional read

barrier implementation. In the new sheme, there is no read

barrier overhead when the garbage olletor is o�. This on-

versely explains the very small overhead seen with both the

EA and EB shemes.
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Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 2.03 3.20 2.31 2.14

Running time 256KB (s) 4.26 5.33 (+25%) 4.59 (+8%) 4.19 (-2%)

GC time (s) 2.23 2.13 2.28 2.05

Number of pauses 19 | 1121409 5900

Average pause time (ms) 117 | 0.00203 0.347

Table 1: Results for pi 1500, a partile simulator.

Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 4.37 7.41 4.59 4.36

Running time 256KB (s) 6.97 12.75 (+83%) 7.86 (+13%) 7.06 (+1%)

GC time (s) 2.60 5.34 3.27 2.70

Number of pauses 213 | 3182084 118556

Average pause time (ms) 12.2 | 0.00103 0.0228

Table 2: Results for anna ap ListofList, a frontier-based stritness analyser.

Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 1.28 2.15 1.45 1.27

Running time 256KB (s) 3.89 5.51 (+42%) 4.61 (+19%) 4.16 (+7%)

GC time (s) 2.61 3.36 3.16 2.89

Number of pauses 61 | 1896616 23425

Average pause time (ms) 42.8 | 0.00167 0.123

Table 3: Results for ir 8 125, a simple iruit simulator.

Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 1.65 2.59 1.66 1.64

Running time 256KB (s) 2.31 3.74 (+62%) 3.08 (+33%) 2.81 (+22%)

GC time (s) 0.66 1.15 1.42 1.17

Number of pauses 353 | 1214107 420491

Average pause time (ms) 1.87 | 0.00117 0.00278

Table 4: Results for primes 1500. primes k returns the k

th

prime number using the

Sieve of Eratosthenes.

Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 1.94 3.97 2.13 2.02

Running time 256KB (s) 2.09 4.17 (+100%) 2.26 (+8%) 2.17 (+4%)

GC time (s) 0.15 0.20 0.13 0.15

Number of pauses 403 | 21106 403

Average pause time (ms) 0.372 | 0.00616 0.372

Table 5: Results for nqueens 11.

Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

Running time 110Mb (s) 2.94 4.98 3.10 3.03

Running time 256KB (s) 5.62 8.24 (+47%) 6.12 (+9%) 5.74 (+2%)

GC time (s) 2.68 3.20 3.02 2.71

Number of pauses 139 | 1471723 37554

Average pause time (ms) 19.3 | 0.00205 0.0722

Table 6: Results for wave4main(2000), whih predits the tides in a retangular estu-

ary of the North Sea.
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Appliation Param(s) Stop-and-opy Baker Self-sav (EA) Self-sav (EB)

pi 8000 22.69 28.32 (+25%) 26.87 (+18%) 23.92 (+5.4%)

anna preludeList 152.06 468.3 (+308%) 159.9 (+5.1%) 153.7 (+1%)

ir 8 500 15.26 22.13 (+33%) 18.60 (+12%) 16.59 (+8.7%)

primes 6000 71.58 100.31 (+40%) 79.82 (+12%) 72.89 (+1.8%)

nqueens 12 12.47 25.24 (+102%) 13.97 (+12%) 13.00 (+4.2%)

wave4main 6000 17.58 25.33 (+44%) 18.95 (+7.8%) 17.66 (+0.4%)

Arith. mean +92.0% +11.2% +3.6%

Geom. mean +59.8% +10.36% +2.2%

Table 7: Results for larger runs

7 Disussion and Future Work

The results we have produed are extremely favourable and

the experiments we have performed show that the software

read barrier an be implemented in systems like the STG-

mahine at very low ost. The overheads and mean pause

times we have reported are signi�antly lower than for other

published shemes. However, we should make it lear that

the basis of the sheme is indiretion and it is the fat that

indiretion is already inherent in the STG-mahine that the

read barrier an be ahieved so heaply. This has to be

borne in mind when making diret omparisons.

7.1 Further Improvements

7.1.1 Pause time distribution

Although we have been able to determine aurately the av-

erage pause time in eah appliation, we have not been able

to determine the distribution beause of the resolution of

the lok used to pro�le the ode. We propose to aess the

proessor lok for pro�ling purposes in future implementa-

tions.

We expet the pause time to be almost onstant in vast ma-

jority of ases sine the mutator is resumed after a bounded

amount of opying has been done. The two aspets of

the urrent sheme for whih there is no guaranteed upper

bound on pause time is the opying of unpointed objets

and stak savenging.

For unpointed objets the evauation ost is proportional

to the size of the objet unless it is a large objet; in this

ase it will reside in its own blok and an be evauated

in onstant time. The main ost is in the savenging of

unpointed objets: an unpointed objet may ontain refer-

enes to other objets, inluding other unpointed objets.

The pause time in suh ases may be very hard, or even im-

possible, to bound. An alternative approah is to implement

an expliit read barrier for eah unpointed objet primitive.

It will be interesting then to see whether we an obtain prov-

able upper bounds on the pause time along the lines of [4℄,

for example.

For reasons of simpliity inremental stak savenging at

present operates only between update frames. With some

additional e�ort this an be adapted to work between arbi-

trary stak frames by hijaking all return addresses. This

requires separate self-savenging info tables to be available

for all types of stak frame. Alternatively, we an build

a generi self-savenging info table provided we retain an

additional opy of the return address in eah stak frame.

This is analogous to what happens in the urrent treatment

of heap objets where we retain a opy of the old info ta-

ble pointer in evauated objets. These issues are urrently

being explored.

7.1.2 Continuous olletion

As disussed earlier, eah alloation in the urrent prototype

of both the Baker and new shemes performs a g_on test to

determine whether a garbage olletion is in progress. The

overhead is most notieable in programs with very high al-

loation rates and low residenies. The overhead of this test

an be eliminated altogether by ensuring that the garbage

olletor is permanently swithed on. This requires some

are in \booting" the memory manager to avoid ontinuous

ipping of the two heap spaes as the heap expands in the

early stages of mutator exeution. Currently, garbage ol-

letion terminates when there is nothing left to savenge.

Rather than ipping at this point the termination test an

be modi�ed so as to hek additionally that a spei�ed min-

imum number of bloks have been alloated before e�eting

the ip. Fine tuning of this extra parameter requires exper-

imentation whih we plan to undertake in the near future.

7.1.3 Spae overheads

In the urrent implementation of the sheme an additional

opy of the original info pointer is maintained when eva-

uating an objet. This simpli�es some aspets of the im-

plementation but it arries a (transient) spae overhead on

all evauated objets whih an a�et garbage olletor per-

formane, both in maintaining the extra opy and invoking

more frequent garbage olletions when the heap approahes

saturation. With some additional e�ort in ompilation this

additional word an be eliminated, by hanging the layout

of the existing info tables and adding extra �elds to store the

entry ode and self-savenging ode addresses. A separate

self-savenging info table is also required for eah losure

type. This inreases the total spae required to store the

info tables but the overhead is stati. An evaluation of the

inrease in ompiled program size whih results will there-

fore need to be undertaken.

With this modi�ation in plae, losure updates beome

more ompliated, spei�ally if an objet in to-spae is up-

dated with a value whih is smaller than the original objet.

This an be overome by adding a dummy info table pointer

in the �rst word of the dead spae at the end of the new ob-

jet whih appears to the savenger to be an objet of the
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same size as the dead spae, but ontaining no pointer �elds.

Its e�et is to ause the savenger to skip automatially to

the next evauated objet in the olletor queue when it en-

ounters it. An implementation of this optimized sheme is

now under way.

7.2 Generational Shemes

A number of inremental shemes have been developed

based on generational storage strutures in an attempt to

avoid the read barrier. In a generational sheme, the heap

is divided into two or more regions (generations), one hold-

ing freshly-alloated, but typially short-lived objets, and

the remainder holding older objets opied from previous

generations. Beause the youngest generation typially on-

tains a small amount of live data the ost of evauating the

data into an older region is usually small. These so-alled

minor olletions onsequently result in small average pause

times.

The main hallenge is in the inremental olletion of ob-

jets in the older generations. As an example, the repliat-

ing olletor of Nettles et al [21℄ allows the mutator to aess

from-spae whilst garbage olletion is in progress. Corret-

ness is maintained by pathing the mutator roots at the end

of a garbage olletion and maintaining a mutation log of

all hanges to from-spae objets from the mutator. The

sheme yields a slowdown of less than 20% for the benh-

marks tested and less than 10% when restrited to major

olletions. A similar approah is used in [11℄ for ML whih

allows aess to immutable objets in from-spae.

Inremental shemes have also been developed for multi-

threaded systems, suh as [10℄ whih is targeted at Conur-

rent Caml. Here immutable objets are alloated in private

heaps and are opied to a shared heap during loal garbage

olletion within the assoiated thread. The shared heap is

olleted by a separate thread operating Dijkstra's onur-

rent mark/sweep algrithm [9℄. The sheme has the advan-

tage that the threads an perform minor olletions indepen-

dently; however, mutable objets have to be alloated in the

shared heap whih inurs an additional expense. The aver-

age pause time for minor olletions is favourable, but there

is no guaranteed upper bound: the time is proportional to

the amount of live data in the private heaps.

The sheme we have proposed here an be easily adapted

to generational shemes and we are planning an implemen-

tation for Haskell in the near future. Unlike the existing

shemes, however, the fat that the read barrier omes at

suh low ost means that all olletions, inluding minor ol-

letions, an, in prinipal, be performed inrementally. Al-

ternatively, minor olletions ould be performed on the on-

ventional `stop-the-world' basis with the inremental sheme

being used for the older generations.

7.3 Objet-oriented Systems

The dynami dispath exploited in the STG mahine is

something that is shared with almost all dynami languages.

For example, the representation of losures that GHC uses

is strikingly similar to that used for objets in an implemen-

tation of a pure objet oriented language suh as Smalltalk.

An objet points to a (stati) method table, whih ontains

the addresses of eah method assoiated with the objet.

Method invoation is then performed by an indexed jump

through the table.

It would appear to be possible to adapt our inremental

savenging tehnique for an objet oriented language, by

temporarily replaing the method-table pointer in an ob-

jet with one that onsisted of a vetor of self-savenging

methods. However, there is a prie to pay: all methods

would have to be invoked via jump tables, essentially elim-

inating any performane bene�ts that might arue from

knowing the exat type of an objet, and therefore the exat

method ode pointer to jump to. (Work on virtual inlining

of Java programs suggests that performane improvements

of up +26% [8℄ an be ahieved.) Diret �eld aess would

also be forbidden; all �elds would have to be aessed via

method alls. This imposes a signi�ant one-o� ost, but

it is a ost that may have multiple potential pay-o�s. For

example, an objet system that supports proxies, in whih a

loal proxy stands in for a remote objet, or perhaps simply

logs alls to a loal objet, would need a similar restrition.

Work is now under way to evaluate the performane trade-

o�s in the ontext of objet-oriented systems.

8 Summary and Conlusions

We have desribed a sheme for inorporating inremen-

tal garbage olletion into the STG-mahine on stok hard-

ware. The sheme is based on the manipulation of the ode-

pointers that are used to implement losure behaviour in the

STG-mahine. Eah losure reates its own, `personal' read-

barrier by manipulating its ode-pointer during exeution

and garbage olletion. The tehnique derives its eÆieny

from the twin fats that these manipulations are very heap

and that they are performed on a per-losure basis, rather

than a per-pointer-load basis, as in most implementations of

the read-barrier. Experiments suggest that the new sheme

arries a very low overhead, averaging less than 4% in ex-

eution time for the benhmarks tested with average pause

time being sub-milliseond in all ases. This shows that in

systems whih implement dynami dispathing exlusively,

suh as the STG-mahine, a portable read barrier an be im-

plemented extremely heaply leading to very short mutator

pauses with negligible overhead in exeution time.

We have also found that the blok-based memory alloator

of the GHC run-time system provides an exellent level of

granularity at whih to perform inremental savenging. By

savenging on eah blok alloation we an keep the sav-

enger going for longer, at the expense of an inrease in pause

time. This substantially redues the overheads in the pro-

posed sheme and provides an additional mehanism (the

blok size) by whih to ontrol the behaviour of the garbage

olletor.
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